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Hello, Freshmen!
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First Assembly
Wednesday

Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine
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ORONO, MAINE, SEPTEMBER 15, 1939

CLASS OF '43 MAKES MAINE HISTORY
Frosh Athletes Lamert S. Corbett
Report Monday

Edith G. Wilson

Rollo Brown
Featured Here

L

President Arthur A. Hauck

Will Speak at Assembly
And Little Theatre
On Wednesday

Football Schedule Opens
With Ricker; Play On
Homecoming Day

Largest, Most
Representative
Ever to Enter
559 REGISTER
Australian And
Southerners
Here

Rollo Walter Brown, author and
lecturer, will address the first student
assembly of the academic year mat
Wednesday. Sept. 20, at 9:30 am. in
Memorial Gymnasium, it was anThe Class of 1943 started its
nounced today. It will be open to the
career by setting up a major
public.
p.cord and several minor marks
Mr. Brown will also speak on "The
, of distinction.
Art Spirit in the Middle \Vest" at
It became the largest class in
7:30 p.m., in the Little Theatre. The
the history of the University
lecture will be illustrated by etchings.
its very first day on the campus
lithographs, and aquatints by living
by registering 559 strong. Only
middle west artists.
515 of the present sophomore
Born
southeastern Ohio, in the
class signed up on the opening
mining regions about which he has
day of its Freshman Week and
written itt novels, he worked as a boy
1942 mustered a mere 541 acon a hill farm, in a clay mine, and occording to the final record.
casionally a coal mine. Turning from
The 411 men and 148 women, an
the study of law to literature, Mr.
even score more than '42's total of
Brown
has
taught
in
and
roamed
about
May I use this opportunity
co-eds, have divided themselves into
every section of the United States.
to invite each Freshman woman
three colleges. 182 going into the ColLast spring in "I Travel by Train," a
I,' drop into my office to get
lege of Agriculture. 182 into Arts and
report on the state of America as he
acquainted! .11 is my hope that
Sciences. and 1% into Technology.
found it during his most recent wanyou will find the ofiiice a friendNo freshman has ever come from
derings,
Mr.
Brown
published
what
he
ly plate where you may come
further away than the 1943er, Clifford
heard people say and found people
with questions, problems. !Mad
Yates. who hails from Australia. A
thought in the four quarters of the
aele.f. or just to say "Hello."
Canadian from Quebec, by matching
nation.
Edith C. Wilson
the man front Down Under, links up
Mr. Brown has taught or been visitthe British Empire. No freshman
ing lecturer at Harvard, Wabash Colclass has ever had a wider representalege, and Carlton College. lie has
tion from the forty-eight states, fourwritten fiction, biographies, and books
teen states south and west of the Pine
the art of writing. Amtnig his ficTree frontiers. Each of the other five
tion novels are "The Firemakers,"
iNew England states is represented in
"The Hillikin," and "Toward Rothe ranks of 1943; Vermont and New
I here are many people interested in
(Continued on Page Four)
Hampshire each by one. Rhode Island
the welfare of this largest class ever
by three, Connecticut by eight, and
assembled at the University of Maine,
ial welcm
oe to the members of the Class Massachusetts by more than fifty, aca cordial
We are happy to extendo
President Arthur A. Hauck told the
of 191.1. Ire hope tha! you feel al home among us. and thatu
you will $4101; cording to unofficial nose-counting by
freshmen in an address at Memorial
learn to share our pride in the history and traditions of the University. May the Campus statisticians.
Gymnasium, Wednesday, September
your associations with us be a happy and profilable experience.
13. The families, educational officers
More than two score from New
of high schools, the alumni of the
Leon Breton, '40, and William
ARTII UR A. HAUCK
York state came to escape the cigaUniversity, the citizens of the state, Treat, '40, have been appointed head
rette tax. Two from Pennsylvania
President
faculty and upperclass students on this proctor and assistant head proctor, reand about twice as many from New
campus, all share hope for the success spectively of the freshman men's
Jersey answered the lure of Down
of this class.
dormitories. Breton is president of
East. One front the nation's capital
the University this academic year, it "Then there is your own interest," the Men's Student Senate, a member
and one each from Delaware. Marywas announced here today by Presi- he said, "Why have you come? We of the Interfraternity Council. was on
land, Alabama, and Virginia have ven•'
dent Arthur A. Hauck. A letter hope that you will become better the varsity basketball sq uad. ad
n tirestured into the furthest outpost of the
from the chairman of the Authority, equipped for the work you do in the ident of the Sophomore Owls. Treat
(Continued on Page Four)
Robert H. Hinckley, informed Presi- world because of your stay here. We is treasurer of the Students' Arts
Beth Pendleton, of Waterville, a
dent Hauck today that the University hope that you have come because of Club, was editor of the Campus, and
The Blue Star and the Black Dot singers, magicians, and all other mangraduate of Colby in 1935 and student
had been designated as one of the intellectual interest."
is a Senior Skull.
Councilor there for the past year, has
Planet have again come into conjunc- ner of talented people.
institutions to carry on such instruc- The habit of thoughtful reading, an
Other proctors at Hannibal Hamlin
But while gazing. 1 saw more than
been appointed secretary of the Y.W. tion,
under the Civilian Pilot Train- understanding of one's self, and of the are Roger Stearns, W'illard Fender- tion to guide the destinies of the freshC.A.. it was announced recently.
men through the foll.mnig year as their future. I saw the freshmen
ing Act of 1939.
son,
Marriner,
Norman
Charles
Arworld
in
which
he
lives,
an
appreciaMiss Pendleton majored in sociol\ bashful freshman class yielded
they have done in years past.
themselves. They are a good bunch.
ogy at Colby, and did graduate work 0 limited number of regularly regis- tion of art, of spiritual things, music, bor. Joseph Harrington], Wallace
surprisingly good talent after pernothing
astromomer
predicts
but
This
For
the
greater
part
they
arc
welltered
students
in
the
University,
citiBeardsell,
Kenneth
Robertson,
Walter
drama. literture, and a real appreciaat Andover Newton Theological
the best for the Freshman Class, if— mannered. soft spoken, friendly (but suasion and deliberation, at Amateur
School, from which she received her zens of the United States, between the tion of what it means to be a citizen Stisulis. and James Fitzpatrick, Jr.
night. Friday, September 15. Proages
of
18
and 25. except freshmen, in a democracy like the Unite(' States At Oak Hall the proctors are George there is always an if to any predic- so is a pup until kicked), full of laughBachelor of Divinity degree in 1938.
ws were stunned at the factual
Grant, Philip Curtis, Wilson Alford, thin—if they follow the dictates (if that ter and pep. These freshmen are willWhile there, she worked as director who receive consent of their parents or are other desired results, he said.
planet and star and do so smilingly. ing to enter into the spirit of things. knowledge revealed in the "Informaguardians,
may
enroll
in
the
course
Norris
Adams,
and
James
Harris,
of
"We
hope
that
you
realize
a
colWellesyoung
people's
activities
at
of
tion. Please," quizzes, which were inElizabeth Kruse, '40, is proctor at These two rulers of the destinies of When they start to do anything they
ley Hills Congregational Church, Cen- instruction. Each student must pass lege education cannot be acquired
the Class of '43 either make or break are going to see it through to a smash- terspersed with musical interludes.
a
physical
examination
the
Maples,
conducted
by
and
Virginia
Pease,
'40,
without
hard
work.
We
hope
that
tral Square Baptist Church in Camits individuals. It all depends upon ing finish. They can he depended on The freshmen were surprised thembridge. and Union Church in Boston. the Civil Aeronautics Authority. A you will soon have a feeling of pride is at North Hall. Miss Kruse has
the
individual. The Blue Star and the to do what they are asked to do. and selves. Some of those taking part
tuition
fee
of
$40
will
be
been
secretary
of
Women's
Student
charged.
in the history and traditions of the
She also directed junior choirs.
Black
Dot Planet much prefer to make do it well. There is no false pride: were Sally Rubinoff, Esther WhitGround
instruction
Government,
on
the
will
be
freshman
commitconductUniversity of Maine and a feeling of
Miss Pendleton is interested in both
anti
not
to break destinies.
they are green and know it. but they ' man, Ida Rolnick, Molly Kagan, Ruth
ed
in
Orono.
Prof. Harry I). Watson, responsibility for the maintenance and tee of the Y.W.C.A., is an All Maine
music and athletics. She has studied
Cullinan, Hyman
Last night while gazing through my are willing to lose that brilliant green I I touter, John
voice for nine years and plays the of the department of mechanical en- preservation of its ideals," President Woman, and a member of Chi Omega
telescope to see if it was going to be and gain the knowledge which the Schiwitel. and Edward Falardeau in
gineering,
(Continued
on
Page
Four)
will
supervise
the
univerHauck
said.
in
viol.
While
violin,
and
bass
piano,
the fifteen-minute boy versus girl,
possible to plot any sort of plan of stars say is their birthright
Boston, she played in the Newton sity's part of the program. The Civil "While the youth of Europe contest
!sport, etiquette, true and false, and
Freshman
Class,
I
found
things
for
the
Aeronautics
Authority
will
appoint
really
so
the
Maginot
and
Siegfried
Freshman
rules
aren't
hard,
Lines
and
Symphony Orchestra.
her of things about the as they seem at the first reading ; they spelling bee quizzes.
a great
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)
Site was a member of the basketball,
the
class al ii Ii they are ',icily reammahle. Frediman boo .
menthers
of
) Other emertainers among the freshvolleyball, hockey. and tennis teams
might 1111 kin'w themselves.
and girls are likely 11.. resent the fa, t men eels) swalboweol their reticence
at Colby and won a cup in the Colby
Dr. WIlliam H. Martin, graduate of Conditions are very favorabk: for that they can't date each other of awl stumbled into the limelight were
Health League. She has been head
the University, was recently appointed this class. It is written in the stars that that the freshman boys can't date at I ',boo T.ondreau, Milton Carter, 1rtennis instructor for the past two sumDean of the College of Agriculture
ii,g Fletcher. 1.eighton Richardson,
they are to go forth and do great all mail rules are off. That rule is
mers at Camp Fleur-de-Lis in New
oI Rutgers University and Director of
pianists: Ruth Mackay, violinist;
really
fair
in
a
way.
After
all.
there
There
will
not
he
too
much
things.
Hampshire.
the New Jersey Agricultural Experi- fame fon- them this year hut they will has been a whole week in which the Stoughton Atwood. magician; MargaHer office will be at the M.C.A.
ment Station, according to informa- becoome known. There is an old say- freshmen have been together; the up- ret Libby, singer; William Dow and
tion received at the University. This
John Webster, masters of ceretnony.
ing, "Van Can't Keep a Good Man perclassmen should have a chance too.
Faculty appointments and pr(mo- men. V. ilbur 1'. Pierce. of the Uniappointment places Dr. Martin as one I horn." which applies to the Class of Of course tliere is the matter oof priInnis
including
the
Dean
oof
Graduate
versity
of
Wisconsin
and
Dartmouth,
Typewriting
Shorthand,
of the agricultural leaders of the counvate property, which means HANDS Masque Tickets on Sale
'43 also.
Study and three department heads will be an
in botany. Carl try.
Available at Small Fee have been announced by President A. Osgood,instmetor
a Maine graduate, will
There is talent in this class. There OFF. A freshman girl may think
At 330 Stevens Hall
Dr. Martin was graduated from the
instruct in mechanical engineering.
talent in every class, for that mat- that some upperclassman is swell
Arrangements have been made with Arthur A. Hauck.
University in the class of 1915. As a is
Season tickets for the Maine
John W. Gebhard. a graduate of John C. Osborne, graduated from
class is especially gifted looking and that it would be fun to go
Old Town High School whereby stustudent he was very prominent in ter but this
out with him, but if she finds that he Masque, the University dramatic ordents from the University may take the University of Michigan, is an in- Virginia Polytechnic Institute, has many activities, starring particularly with it. There are piano players, of i, a "sted," well, she should remember ganization), are now
available at 330
courses in shorthand and typing be- structor in psychology. Lawrence Lee been appointed a graduate fellow in in football, of which sport he was course that is !nothing unusual. There
the Blue Star has a loot to do with her Stet ens I !all
class,
Pelletier.
of
but
this
graduate
Rowdoin
animal
pathology.
W.
pianists
in
every
ColB.
Ennis,
of
are
ginning September 20, Dean Edward
captain his senior year. Ile was a
'I his groom, the second oldest unilege, will be an instructor in govern- the University of Tennessee, has been
class is brimming over with them. destiny. There are a lot of unattached
J. Allen announced today.
member of many societies.
(Continued on Page Four)
versity dramatic organization in the
ment
and
history.
amtointed
Merwin
A.
Marsto
the
Maine
are actors, actressrs,
Canners'
felThe class in shorthand will meet
After war service, during which he There
c
try and the largest active stuTuesday. Wednesday, and Friday af- ton, a graduate of Maine, and Walter lowship.
gained the rank of lieutenant in the
dent organization on the campus, preReed H Ellis and Melvin V. Lanternoons from 4:30 to 5:10. These H. Kittams, a graduate of Utah State
Air Corps, Dr. Martin became identifour plays a year in the UniverDance, Movies Put on
courses will be given to a minimum of Agricultural College, will serve as don, graduates of Bowdoin and Wil• fied with Rutgers University as a N.Y. A. Gives 225 Jobs
sity's I.ittle Theatre, last year's plays
twenty students. More work will be gradate assistants in wildlife conser- Nam% colleges respectively, have been graduate student, receiving his masCovering 100 Projects At Gymnasium Thurs. included "Heartbreak House," by G.
named graduate assistants in physics.
offered than is usually the Case on the vatitni
ter's degree in 1917 and doctor's deB. Shaw'; "Roadside." the world's
Miss Joan 11. Stacy, a graduate (of fields.
high school level.
111 I h-gani/at
The Nat i. ona)
gree in 1918. His progress was rapid
Movies and dancing were 10(1 for premiere of "I fele,' of Troy," and
Karl N. Ilendricksson, graduated
Students desiring to take one or both Smith College, will be an assistant in
during the years vdtich followed, be- has made 225 appintments to students
the frcs1 %I Thursday night in the "You Can't Take It With You."
of these courses should report to Mrs. biology. Elaine Van Nostrand and from the University of Maine, and ing appointed Experiment Station during the summer. making it the
Plays for the conning season have
Regina Preble at Old Town High Marion Borden, both graduates of John H. Kalil, from the University Plant Pathologist in 1923 and Profes- second best year since 1935, it was Little Theatre and Nlemorial Gymnot been decided upon by the execuSchool the first day the class meets. Maine, will be assistants in the library. of New Hampshire, will act as gradu- sor of Plant Pathology in 1926. Sonic announced by the University placement nasium. respectively.
A $10 fee is payable at that time for Miss Margaret E. Cassidy has been ate assistants in civil engineering.
of his most outstanding work has been bureau toalay. These appoointments "Safari on Wheels," depicting the tive committee as yet with the excepLeaves of absence have been grantappointed instructor in physical edueach course.
done with the contr.)h of potato dis- cover 1181 projects throughout the uni- interior of Africa, was the feature tion of the third presentation, the full
ed to Fay Hyland, assistant professor
length version of "Hamlet," *Web
It was through the co-operation of cation for women.
eases. Ile was recently guest at a big versity, in every coollege anol in the
movie. A travelogue of Poland be- has been in preparation since early
entomology, and IAN.Superintendent of Schools Joseph A. Harold M Woodbury, a Maine of botany and
testimonial dinner given in his honor administratitat oflioes. Each worker
ten bore the German invasion's. and SIN wts last spring.
Leonard that it was possible to offer graduate, has been appointed an in- rence L. Osborn, instructor in chemis- at New Brunswick, New Jersey, is expected to can' a minimum
and coined) reels were also shown.
structor of physical education for try. to do advanced work in their where hr is located.
(Contionsed oe Peep Amer)
these Courses.
dollars a month.
(Continued on Page Two)
All candidates for freshman football and cross country teams will report Monday, it was announced this
morning at the general assembly.
Football men will report to Coach
Phil Jones, cross country men to
Coach Chester A. Jenkins.
The freshman football season opens
Oct. 14 with Ricker, includes games
with Rents Hill, Bridgton, and the
Maine junior varsity. The Bridgton
game will be played on Armistice Day
morning, before the big Home-coming
Day game with Bowdoin.
The cross country squad will be
divided into A and B teams, and competition will start Oct. 3, when Lee
Academy and Old Town high school
come to the campus. On Nov. 13,
Team A will go to Boston to the New
The reputation of any univerEngland Intercollegiate Athletic Assity is built largely on the acsociation freshman championships, and
tions and attitude of its stuon the 20th will go to New York for
dents. We believe that the I'Mthe 1C4A freshman championships.
versity of Maine has the reWC, and goodwill of our citiAll the football games and all the
zens and neighbors. We, therecross country meets are at home, with
fore, ask you as individuals to
the exception of (Inc Team B meet with
so conduct yourselves wherever
Lee Academy on Nov. 2, and the two
championship meets.
you may be so that nothing but
honor and credit will come to
Prospects this year look a little
your Alma Mater.
brighter as far as freshman track is
Dean L. S. Corbett
concerned, but the yearling football
squad may not be as strong as it was
last year. Several outstanding track
men have entered the university, but
the future football stars have either
been hiding their light under the proverbial basket or simply don't exist.
Last fall the yearling football squad
Ground School In
lost to Bridgton 13-7, tied Rents Hill
0-0. beat Ricker 7-6, and whaled the
Orono, Airfield
Jayves 13-0. Several stars have gone'
In Bangor
inthis
team,
up to the varsity from
cluding Ed Barrows. a full back who
A program for training of civilian
will see plenty of action this fall. Sam pilots, conducted by the Civil Aero(Continued on Page Three)
nautics Authority, will be offered at

Hauck,Creamer
Welcome Frosh

Flying Course
To Be Offered

Leon Breton Heads
Freshman Proctors

Frosh Lucky Says Astrologist
Accreditng
i Destiny to Stars

Beth Pendleton Is
Y.W.Secretary

Freshmen Give
Amateur Show

William Martin,'15
Honored at Rutgers

Faculty Changes Announced;
Many Departments Affected

ii

THE MAINE CAMPUS

2

eampu5

ftl

IIAAA A.A.AA AA A A.I

1

Foreign

M. C. A.
NOTES

FACULTY CHANGES
(Continued from Page One)

Music, Radio
Get Studios
M. Peterson, head of the de-

0
Small

0

Roy
/ partment of Romance Languages and
Additions in the departments
director of the Summer Session, has music and public speaking which will
been appointed Dean of Graduate improve the facilities for teaching
Stuff
Study to succeed Dean Emeritus
The M.C.A. and the YAV.C.A. are
The
next
two
or
three
years
vrIvIvmr‘r"erv-Www-Nre George D. Chase, who retired in June, these courses were made this summer,
1939
Member
.05 NOTIONAL 000LRTISINS NY
1938
Dean Edward J. Allen announced tosponsoring
a
dance
Monday
evening,
1938, after serving for fifteen years. day.
Advertising Service, Inc. in Europe promise to be tragic
By University Snoops
Associated Coneeiate Press National
and terrible ones, as the Eng- September 18, for the freshmen.
Coltsge Pablisbers Representative
Professor J. Robert Smythe has
Diorilsoax
4201440100N AVE.
NEW YORK N.Y. lish
have pointed out. These Where it will be held, nobody knows, The Maples' HOPE BRYANT has been appointed head of the newly cre- Four studios have been provided in
Chi". • BOIITO•
Los
SAE TEREO•00
years may prove to be equally but watch for the announcements.
been doing all right for herself so ated department of poultry husbandry North Stevens during the summer for
the study of Applied Music. Two of
tragic and equally difficult for
far—four door calls her first night on in the College of Agriculture. The
the rooms are equipped with a grand
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager, all other corre- us Americans. The facts show
Try-outs
for
the
Men's
Glee
Club
campus,
no
kiddin'l
....
Make
the
department
was
formerly
a
division
spondence to the Editor-in-Chlet
that whatever our position in will be held next Thursday, September most of JOHNNY KELLY and BILL within the department of animal hus- piano, one with an upright piano, and
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office, Orono, Maine.
Subscription: MOO• year.
Gne large recital room with a stage
this European conflict may be, 21st, from 6:30 to 9:00 in the M.C.A. COSTELLO, gals, 'cause it won't be bandry.
Prii.ted at the University Press, Orono, Maine.
and two gland pianos. The rooms
Advertising Rate 50$ per column inch
we are going to suffer economi- building. All those interested are in- long now.... And DORIS WEBOffice on the third floor of M.C.A. building. Tel. Extension 51
cally, politically, culturally, and vited to try out. There are openings LEY, won't you please tell us what Professor H. B. Kirshen has been air-conditioned, sound-proofed, and
appointed head of the department of accoustically treated.
manner of man it is who rates letters economics and sociology of which he
CHARLES A. PEIRCE
Editor-in-Chief morally both during and after for accompanists and soloists.
involved
the
war.
We
shall
be
The Applied Music instruction, as
written at 6 o'clock in the morning? ... has been acting head for the past two
PETER J. SKOUFIS
__Business Manager
in the final consequences of the Sunday morning, September 17th, at How's this for a-li1ter-ation—I30Bit. the past, is furnished through an
years.
EDITORIAL BOARD
war, however terrible the catas- 10:30, the M.C.A. and the Y.W.C.A. BY BUTLER, "Balerstine's backyard
affiliation with the Northern ConservManaging Editor Dorothy Shiro
Warren Randall
trophe may be, for all coun- will present a service of worship in the bulldog"? You're not the only one Professor Clarence E. Bennett has atory of Music in Bangor. The subbeen appointed head of the department
Assoc. Editor
Rachel Kent
Women's News Editor tries, neutrals as well as bellig- I.itle Theatre. Mr. Beverage will
though, Bobby... have you heard of physics. He has been acting head jects offered are: violin, piano, organ,
Joseph Ingham
News Editor Alma Hansen
Society Editor erents, must ultimately pay for give the sermon and the Freshman
voice, and the orchestral and band in"Call for PHYLLIS MORRIS" as of the department since 1937.
Sports Editor
David Astor
a general war. This is the cost Chorus will assist in the service. You rendered by upperclassman Gene Gilstruments. The instruction is given
Irving Henry Prageman has been on the campus by Conservatory faculty
of living in a world in which are cordially invited to attend.
bert?....The football squad .took promoted from
assistant to associate members at hours to meet the indiTO THE CLASS OF 1943 "THE MAINE CAMPUS" EX- all nations are mutually intertime
out
Wednesday
morning
so
that
Try-outs for the Girls' Glee Club
professor of mechanical engineering
vidual schedules of students.
TENDS A HEARTY WELCOME AND WISHES IT EVERY dependent, in which we all must
BETTE
WEBB
and
her
socks
could
hang together as well as live will be licld in the M.C.A. building be photographed....
L. D. Stephenson, Jr., has been
Registrations for Applied Music
SUCCESS DURING THE COMING YEAR.
Thursday and Friday, September 21st
together.
changed in rank from instructor to should be completed on or before upWe predict that "Glamour Boy"
and
22nd,
from
2
to
5.
All
those
who
assistant
professor of civil engineer- perclass registration, Tuesday. SepIt is tiresome and too late to talk
GUY TORREY will crash this coling.
about our failures and our mistakes are interested report to Mr. Beverage
tember 19. Professor Sprague should
umn again before the year's end....
or
Miss
Pendleton.
Joseph M. Trefethen, formerly an be consulted at 15 North Stevens on
in the events that led to this war. To
Do you suppose that STOUGHTON
instructor, is now an assistant pro- the above date for the assignment of
do so will solve little and help not at
"Houdini" ATWOOD plays poker?..
fessor of geology.
The amazing sequence of events that have occurred since last all. The part we must play in the
United JEAN MACK, LOIS SAVAGE, Walter W. Chadbourne has been instruction and practice hours. His
office hours are from 8:00 a.m. to
May is certainly sufficient reason for the Campus to change its future must not, however, be one of
MARGARET PEARCESON, and
out
promoted from an associate to a full 12:00 M. and 1:30 to 3:00 p.m.
attitude toward America's position in regard to the European sit- selfishness and narrowmindedness, but
PHYLLIS DANFORTH are inprofessor
of
economics
and
business
one of broadmindedness and of huof War. cluded in our list of the Maples' SuComplete facilities for classes in
uation. Last spring there was peace. While there was peace, maneness. Our
administration.
sympathies and hopes
radio speaking, comparing favoarbly
gars.... You'll have plenty of time
there was hope for still preserving peace. Therefore we advocated are so clear and definite as to need no
Herbert D. Lamson has been adNOTICE
with those of any university in the
for the upperclassmen later, CHARvanced from the rank of assistant prothe policy which we believed to be most effective in maintaining discusion. Yet where are they to lead
country have been acquired.
LOTTE
MORRISON.
the
Students desiring work at
fessor of economics and sociology to
that recently lost condition; namely, collective security. Until us?
frosh a break.
Room 270 Stevens has been comcollege report to Philip Brockthat of associate professor of sociHitler marched, it seemed logical that the threat of collective One thing seems clear—we do not
pletely renovated, providing for a
CHET
SAVASUK,
coming
from
a
way,
placement
director,
at
12
ology.
military action on the pan of the Democracies against the Axis wish to take part in the war. No
family of athletes, certainly has a Fred L. Lamoreau has been ad- studio, a control room, a conference
Fernald Hall, to leave their
matter how much our conscience may
name to live up to....MARY MON- vanced from an instructorship to an room, and a lecture room. The varipowers might prevent further fascist aggression. American for- bother us, no matter how indignant we
class schedules and permanent
NIHAN, PETE HENRY, FRAN- assistant professorship in mathematics ous sections arc separated by soundaddresses.
eign policy was not in accord with this view, so its efficacy is only may be, or how aroused we may beproof materials. A large glass front
CES DONA VAN, EVELYN TON- and astronomy.
a matter for conjecture. Now we are forced to crawl back into come, we must remember that war is
DREAU, and HELEN DEERING Albert Ames Whitmore, associate and a loudspeaker make it possible
Public
opinion
will
ultimatenot
the
price
we
have
to
pay
to
quiet
our shell and advocate the next best plan, the repeal of the arms
hove had trails blazed here for them professor, is now professor in history for the students in the lecture room
ourselves. We must remember that ly determine America's position
both to see and hear those broadcastby older sisters. Good luck, kids.
embargo and the adoption of the "cash and carry" principle.
and government.
in
regard
to
the
war.
Keep
war settles none of our problems, but
ing from the studio which is equipped
Was it just a photographer or old Dan
There are two reasons why we are adopting this policy. First will arouse many new ones. The posted.
like a professional studio. The new
Cupid who paired up NATALIE
to be considered are the national interests of the United States. The most stupid statement, and the one
studios will also be used for classes in
HOOD and EBEN LEA VITT in
determine
showing the greatest ignorance, is that
interests of the European democracies are only secondary.
speech correction and in making resensational stories and headlines we front of the bookstore?.
in regard
which speaks of the inevitability of
cordings.
posted.
It is most important that the United States does not become our taking part in the war. It is see and hear in the press and over the
actively embroiled in the war. No matter what America's position said that in spite of our wishes to keep radio. The odds are 50 to I these
stories are either misleading or somebe grateful to
is, the country will suffer severe losses. It seems now that there out, certain mysterious forces, as yet times mere rumors. In any event,
the upperclassmen for giving them the
undefined,
will
draw us in. These
would be less to lose if the country adopted President Roosevelt's
"Pat" extends his Welcome to the Freshmen—Be sure to stop
they are usually superficial in content upper hand ......Midnight snacks"
irresponsible efforts to talk us into
for your lunch or afternoon snack
and outlook. The war will not be lost with all the fixings from soup to nuts
policy of aiding the Allies through the repeal of the arms embargo
the war are, as Mr. Roosevelt pointed
in a day or a month or even a year. (literally) are keeping the Salentine
and the adoption of the "cash and carry" plan. Theoretically, at out, very unpatriotic.
Orono
Mill Street
least, this would supply them with the basic needs for overthrowing If our sympathies are so strongly The true story of the war will be frosh in trim for their Romeo and
found in the slow and gradually formSANDWICHES
ICE CREAM PARLOR
the Nazi government. Access to American materials, furthermore, on the one side, and if we must at ing factors of communication, of Julieting....RITA CASSIDY, uster of dance instructor, Eileen, is al •
should sufficiently aid the Allies so that it would not be necessary almost all costs stay out of the war, transport, of adequate supplies, of ready worrying for fear that she
what then should be our policies? Be- morale, and of definite and absolute
to send another A.E.F. overseas.
won't pass the gym test.
cause of lack of space. I should like
The dangers of this plan are obvious. First, it is very likely to discuss possible policies next week. advances on the battle-front. During We wonder how long before CRESthe coming year, we shall, in this
that it will lead to overproduction in many fields and will eventually A call for a special session of Congress column, try to see these growing and SON EPLING is nicknamed Dixie.
We all like her drawl sho' null ....
result in a major depression. The possibility of America becoming has been issued by the President to significant stories and interpret them There's something about a soldier—
discuss
possible
changes
in
the
Neu- to you....
more actively involved is as great as a policy of strict isolation
witness the last page of the Friday
trality laws. This being so, such a
edition of the Bangor Daily News.
entails. These are risks that the American people will be forced
discussion will be particularly approultimate- The R.O.T.C. course should hold no
to run if they desire to aid the Allied countries.
priate.
ly
terror for you, PIIII. CURRIER.
There are stronger arguments against America's sending an There is one thing we must do in
any
case.
We
must
beware of the posted.
expeditionary force to Europe. Although it is to the immediate
Keep
of War.
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
University of Maine
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Change of Editorial Thought

It is your duty to be well informed in order that the
States may stay
of war.
Keep America out

Give

ly

The freshman dance was a big success—except there wasn't enough of it.
The fresh boys should

Public opinion will ultimateAmerica's position
to the war. Keep

in

Farnxtrorthax

Public opinion will
determine America's position
in regard to the war. Keep

interests of this country, both political and economic, that Naziism
be destroyed, we believe that it is not worth the immense sacrifices
that would be entailed in entering the conflict. It should constantly
be borne in mind that those countries with which America would
ally itself are now under practically the same form of government
as that of our potential enemy. It is likely that this system will
continue to exist after the war has ended. Furthermore, Americans
should remember that American entry into the war would mean
at least a modified form of fascism in this country. These factors,
plus the age-old pacifistic truths that all war is futile and that war
breeds more war, should be sufficient reason for this country to
keep its military forces in American territory.
In summarizing our position in regard to American policy
toward the European war, we wish to emphasize that the primary
objective is to keep America out of war; out of war in the usual
sense of not sending troops abroad. The second purpose is to aid
the Allied forces as much as possible without destroying the first
objective. We believe that the best way of accomplishing these
objects is through the adoption of the "cash and carry" policy, which
should be changed and revised as the occasion demands.
Cam pus readers may be interested to learn that this issue of
the paper is the first attempt ever made by student journalists of
this University to put out a special edition for the freshmen. Five
members of the editorial and business staffs gave up their summer
positions to return to the University a week early for the special
edition. Those who worked on the Campus this week were Pete,
Skoufis, business manager; Joseph Ingham, news editor; Warren
Randall, managing editor; Dorothy Schiro, women's news editor;
Nlina Hansen, society editor; and the editor-in-chief. Special thanks ,
are also due to Mr. Coggeshall, director of University publicity, and
to the personnel of the University of Maine Press for their cooperation.
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Swannie's Shoe Repair
Shop & Shine Parlor
Located Under the Bank, Orono

I

University Barber Shoi
5 mill"iti
s .m- ihe Barber
gstono. Me.
Open EveninO

COLLEGE ROAD

11

The Campus Barber
Shop
Is in Fernald Hall at the Rear
of the Store
It is One of the Cleanest in the
State
You Cannot Get a Better Job Done
Anywhere

UNIVERSITY BARBER
SHOP

CLASS of '43
WELCOME!
oliege isn t so fearCsome
as it seems the
first day. You'll be getting a lot of advice on
what to do and what not
to do. When it comes to
shirts, ties, shorts, hand-

kerchiefs and collars ...
you'll do well to heed
advice about buying
Arrow. Two out of three
college men wear Arrow
shirts. They're tops on

every campus because
they fit better, wear
longer and look smarter.
See the local dealer
today and stock up for
the semester.

ARROW SHIRTS
COLLARS... TIES

. HANDKERCHIEFS .

UNDERWEAR

"a111111M=IMIIMMINIIIR

FOR - ARROW SHIRTS
DOBBS HATS, PHOENIX HOSE, HART, SCHAFFNER &

MARX SUITS, STONE FACE TOPCOATS and McGREGOR

"Chalet" Welcomem lots
FILLING STATION
SANDWICHES

America out

CONFECTIONERIES
SODAS

Drop in and Say
HELLO

SPORTSWEAR

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
"Maine's Largest Men's Store"
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Brice Working With
Superior Line and
Promising Backfield

•
good performances including a very
good showing against Lord, of Colby,
the state champion.
Returning to competition will be
With increasing numbers going out junior Dick Pierce, who advanced into
Don Smith Will Lead
for tennis each year, the annual fall the semi-finals of the state tournament
In State Title
tennis tournament may draw more last spring, playing some of the best
Defense
year.
this
than a hundred enthusiasts
hinds seen in the state.
He watched thirty-five young hus- Coach Brice's biggest task is to
First play in the tournament will
and freshman harriers
Lanky Bob Hamilton will be back
varsity
The
kies churn up the practice field. "Yes," find an adequate kicker and passer.
he said, "we've got fourteen veterans Dick Dyer and Charlie Arbor will try
By Dave Astor
probably begin soon after the first also and, after his improved play of will soon be plodding over the cross
a swell bunch of linemen. to fill this need from their halfback
last spring, should give Pierce plenty country course. Answering Coach
including
week of school.
This summer while all of Europe was mobilizing, football-general Brice However, graduation and ineligibility positions. Dyer, probably the squad's
Russ Crockett, final- Jenkins' call will be the complete
competition.
of
size
undoubtedly
Coach Small will
ist with Pierce in the indoor tourna- championship varsity squad of 1938. of the University of Maine Pigskin Brigade, issued orders for his men to have robbed us of several key men in best kicker and passer, saw much serup the freshman material as usual
ment, should go far in the tournament. This year's varsity will be out to mobilize at Orono on September 10. Upon mobilization, shoulder pads and the backfield." He hitched up his vice last year. Arbor, a blocker last
with ranking matches prior to the
pants, "Yessir! We have a lot of year, is slated to do a good deal of
Four other members of the squad defend the state title which it grabbed hip pads were a necessary part of the equipment, not guns and ammunition
tournament. These matches are not
tke ball carrying. Dyer's biggest
Saturdays ahead of us."
Thurston,
tough
Chase,
will be returning.
away from Bates by a nose last fall. Immediately plans were laid for the coming wars. Here our battles are
part of the tournament.
conCoach Brice handicaps are lack of polish and
Chandler all saw action It hopes to defend the New England
words,
few
and
these
Hinckley,
With
veterans
and
three
two
soil
home
The varsity squad lost
His
scheduled. Here we know we shall have four struggles on
matches.
Maine's prospects fidence, which can be overcome.
the
Engof
New
of
the
in
story
some
in
the
victory
A
told
crown.
Chamberin Jim Cahill and Austie
on foreign fields.... Over there they're wondering how strong defensively the in the corning gridiron wars. Nine hard running, combined with his exfor
trophy
the
freshmen
retire
would
1938
ands
the
from
up
Coming
or
lain. Cahill played in number one
perience, will make him the key man
Guard, and De- Maine, for Maine has only to beat Siegfried Line is—or whether the Maginot Line is stronger. Over here we lettermen, backed up by some outtwo position in the matches all last will be Svedeman,
when the Black Bears sharpen their
frosh
year's
defensivelast
line
from
cup.
men
seven-man
the
the
among
to
than
acquire
standing
high
Hampshire
stronger
is
New
line
climb
six-man
the
should
wonder whether
spring and will be a hard man to re- Shon who
claws for battle. Other backs who
rockrugged,
a
up
make
have
will
New
Hampshire
and
outfit,
Maine
Both
ly, or the five-man line stronger than both.... There guns will boom, here
place. Chamberlain turned in many the varsity members.
as starters are Sid Broribbed line. Each position along the may develop
three legs on the trophy and it was
will zoom. The most serious danger an aerial attack by the enemy
Burleigh.
footballs
Bob
and
dy
with
and,
veteran
a
has
two
forward wall
decided that whichever of these
The only fear of a submarine attack is that the possible exception of center, has The fullback berth is well fortified
teams placed highest this year would can do is to score a touchdown.
with veteran Doc Gerrish battling with
NITS
permanently retire the trophy. The one of the opposing guards might sink one of our ball-carriers.... Over there a capable replacement.
TOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN
of last
varsity runners will be pointing to- each nation is accusing the other of breaking the rules of international warUnless some of the candidates de- Ed-onis Barrows, co-captain
wards that National title with very fare. Here we have referees to see that rules of intercollegiate warfare velop more quickly, the backfield will year's frosh team, for top position.
runner and can
good chances of placing better than
be considerably weaker than last year's Gerrish is a smart
are kept.... Over there the participants in the battles say,"WAR IS HELL."
when the
chores
punting
the
handle
scholastic
of
form
the eighth position of last year.
the
in
quartet. Fate
is the hardest
participants say, "THE HELL WITH WAR."
difficulties and injuries has robbed the need arises. Barrows
Eight returning lettermen will be Here our
We hope and pray that the only wars we have to fight will be those backfield of much needed reserve running back on the squad. Although
running for the Pale Blue. Topping
he lacks needed experience in ball
strength.
the list will be Don Smith, perhaps on the gridiron.
handling, so vital to the success of a
handled
well
be
the most outstanding athlete now at
will
posts
end
The
Brice attack, his running and his treRoger
and
Lane
the University. Smith should be a
Red
At the ertrance of each freshman class the current comment by the book- by the veterans
mendous defensive range make him a
The
title.
light
state
the
rather
retain
though
cinch to
store sports experts is "This looks like a great athletic year for the fresh- Stearns. Stearns,
possibility.
definite
fall
also
the
should
football, was one of
New England crown
men." Sometimes these predictions are trio', and sometimes they're as wrong for college
If determination, fight, and team
in the state
his way for the third consecutive
wingmen
spectacular
the
From
most
weather.
the
about
predictions
Breton's
as Leon (head proctor)
Maine has good
year. Don will be aiming to improve
limb last year. He was the chief target in spirit mean anything,
BANGOR
files and from all this writer has seen, he's going out on the proverbial
prospects for the coming season. As
glue.
his
and
game
his third place in the Nationals of last
aerial
Maine's
year
athletic
an
successful
ORONO
and predicting that the class of '43 will have as
Series, in the words of
Saturday
year. Consistently improving his runfingered pass-catching was often good for the State
as has been seen here in many years.
the members of the varsity
of
one
track
outdoor
and
indoor
in
time
ning
gains.
long
for
"THE ADVENTURES
To those of you who will make up these teams, words of advice: One
are playing the State
last year. Smith should rise to greattakes squad, "We
Fri. & Sat.. Sept. 15-In
OF
of the proudest athletic traditions we have at Maine is: win, lose, or draw, Lane, dependable on defense,
of routine. You
matter
a
as
Series
year.
senior
his
this,
in
heights
est
tackles
we are always sportsmen. We always go out to win and never quit trying backtalk from few opposing
can consider the trophy on its way to
SHERLOCK HOLMES"
James Cagney, Geo. Raft
Closely following on Don's heels until the last whistle is blown. Naturally we like to win, but if we lose, we and is a good Mocker. Backing up
Orono."
with
will be Ken Blaisdell, flashy junior, try to take it in stride philosophically. Alibis are only for the poor loser.
the veterans are two sold's, Jack Stahl
P.S. We hope so!
"EACH DAWN I DIE"
the
in
Others
Basil Rathbone, Nigel Druce
school.
his
who played a strong supporting role
nor
Dalrymple.
Dick
and
team
his
The ineligible athlete is of no help to himself,
Spencer
last season. Blaisdell's
and
all
Curtis
scholarSmith
Phil
to
are
above
rate
r
We are proud to say that here at Maine athletics do not
Sun.. Mon.. Tues.
FRESHMAN CANDIDATES
wearing I.eek.
eighth place in the New Englands was
Sunday, Mon., Sept. 17-18
ship as it does in some schools we know. In order to be an athlete
(Continued from Page One)
the
up
Charles Laughton
sewing
in
factor
our
a deciding
The tackles are big and experienced,
the colors of the Pale Blue, one must hare sufficient rank. Many of
Scores Again in
title for Maine. Hampered by colds
outand
last
fall
the
in
"WIZARD OF OZ"
Johnson.
fullback
Stan
star
and
Gerrish,
Dyer
Hal
Doc
with
students.
honor
athletes are
Dyer, Tom Pollock, John Gorman,
all last fall, Ken was never at his
these posiyear's regulars, ma
"JAMAICA INN"
fielder in the spring. is a prise example. No rankee—no playee.
Judy Garland, Frank Morgan
Bill Irvine, Parker Small, Dick Cofbest; this year should find him a much
irtmena
George
have
to
and
seems
Peabody
always
class
Spud
tions.
From year to year the freshman
fin, and Jake Stahl. Others may be
Continuous daily from 1:30
improved runner.
student
to
the
of
able
rest
and
the
willing
cheer
Grant are ready,
dons amount of spirit. They always try to out
promoted during the season, and the
Sunday Movies continuous
Three other harriers, Ehrlenbach, body. Last year's Frosh showed good spirit painting signs and pictures sig- step in when the occasion arises.
Tues., Sept. 19
remainder of the 1942 football numeprobably
will
3:00
debetween
from
Jackson, and Whicher,
All the so-called experts have
nifying, "Beat Bates," "Beat Colby," etc. There is °hefty: a rivalry
ralmen will make up the greater part
round out a well-balanced team. Any the Frosh and Sophs. Can this year's freshmen show more pep and spirit clared that the middle of the Pale
"This is the Big Nite"
the junior varsity, with a very good
a
one of these men is capable of running than last year's group!
Blue line, composed of Clarry Genge,
possibility of going to the varsity in
D,,Ift Miss! Be here!
well towards the front, and it is diffiKen Burr. and Ed Cook, was the
another year.
cult to pick the most outstanding
This column is always open for suggestions and strongest in the state last year. They
Things 'n stuff
Showing
Entering school this fall are several
them. All three succeeded in criticsims. In fact the column would appreciate any constructive criticism constituted a well-nigh impregnable
among
BANGOR
who have made a name for
freshmen
opthe
of
letterman
combinations
plus
up
breaking
summer.
return,
the
Their
defense.
"NIGHT WORK"
at any time.... Maine's track colors were well worn during
the performance themselves in high school and prep
position last year.
Starting Sat., Sun., Mon .
Don Smith placed sixth in the mile at the N.C.A.A. meet in California and Joe Harrington and
with
Two more lettermen, Butterworth second in the Junior A.A.U. Meet in Nebraska; Lefty Bennett, now sporting of several rugged sophs, makes the school circles, but this means little.
Tues., Wed.
and Hartwell, will bear watching as
won "impregnable defense" even stronger. Experience and a reputation may
a terrific moustache, won the I.C.4A hammer throw; and Stan Johnson
"FOUR FEATHERS"
Chas. Ruggles, Mary Boland
good on paper, but they do not
will Ingraham, sent up from the 1938 the Junior A.A.U. hammer throw and the Junior and Senior A.A.U. 56
For the most part, lettermen will sound
win games. There will be plenty of
are
A Dynamic Drama in
There
freshman crew.
backfield.
Clary
the
in
guard
dominate
All-Main
by
added
was
title
Another
pound hammer throw
Technicolor
Bolstered by new men, the charnbacks, speedy men chance for the fellow who has never
Wed. & Thurs., Sept. 20-21
Genge who won the Boston District Golden Gloves Championship. Genge few break away
squad should garner a string
from any part of played before, or for the fellow who
pionship
he
dangerous
that
think
are
who
Thurs., Fri.
has won all of his amateur fights via the T.K.O. route. And to
A
fall.
this
Maine
for
from the fresh- was just another substitute in high
victories
up
of
crop
in
the
Spencer Tracy
Maine footballers will be sporting an Esquire the field in
was a milkman this summer
The Fun-loving
to
hard
be
will
Reitz and school, to prove to Coach Phil Jones
team
Jack
balanced
of
better
duet
_lane Withers in
touch this fall. The pants will be a dark blue knitted affair, and the jerseys men. The
Caldenvood,
Lefty Bennett will con- and his assistants, Sam
"STANLEY AND
find.
Life
mustachioed
piece....
neck
the
around
band
white
a
with
but
color
will be the same
efficiently as Al Beverage, and Pete Nfalleft, that
as
Early in the season Coach Jenkins
"CHICKEN WAGON
harmonize
to
testing
tinue
summer
this
hard
worked
Barrows,
magazine's picture boy. FA-onis
LIVINGSTONE"
quarter- he can play just as good football as
FAMILY"
will have sounded out the freshman
speaking of Maine's football team consisting of a last year in the all-important
can- the prep school stars.
teams will telephone poles!!!....In
soph.
thre
or
two
and
Small,
material
Parker
spot.
colback
rival
Movi,
our
of
one
of
Sunday
Don't Forget
good line but a supposedly weak backfield, a member
Chet Savasuk, former Winslow high
possibility.
a
as
be running in competition.
overlooked
be
not
up."
it
leges said, "Jti‘t likc a woman. A good line but nothing to back
and Higgins ace, leads the known list
of possibilities. A four-sport star,
•
he should be the best backfield candidate on the squad. Phil Russell, South
Portland graduate and a good forward
Member Federal Reserve Bank
passer, has entered school, but may
not be available for football. Others
include Lloyd Quint, better known at
Deering for his basketball, and Ken
Wright, of Westbrook
Cross country will have Moody,
Mattanawcook distance runner, as its
'best prospect. Moody set the State
'class 13 880 and mile records in 1938,
and repeated last spring. He has
never run cross country, but should
have little trouble becoming accustomed to the hills and dales.
Freddie Leinsard, Bangor sprint star,
FA Coyne. South Portland hurdler
and high juniper, and Talbot Crane.
son of a university official and a good
high jumper. will give Coach Jenkins
something to work with indoors, more
than he had last year. but cross country %sill be. as usual, dominated by
unknowns. Coach Jenkins has an old
habit of developing a boy who never
ran before into a real star.
The outstanding example of this is
Don Smith, now a senior. Smith
came out for freshman cross country
with only a little snowshoe running
to his credit, but within a few weeks
he was the talk of the campus. He
won the New England cross country
crown that year, and has won it ever
since. He is one of the best milers in
the country, and only this summer was
given a trip to California to the NC
A A meet, where he took sixth. A
few weeks later he ran a great race at
Lincoln, Neb., where he took second
behind John Munski, Missouri's great
star, its the National Junior AAU
championships.
Last fall the yearling teams won
eight meets, lost two, and tied one.
They did very well at the New Englands, and placed fifth at the Nationals. with Morrill Gatcomb finishing
ill the first half dozen. Mark Ingra,
(rtkite71
With twelve offices in
ham was the star most of the season,
and will he a nelcome addition to the
Eastern Maine
varsity, as Gatcomb will not be eligible.

Hamers Have
Fine Prospects

Two Veterans Lost
To Tennis Team

BANGOR and ORONO
& P Theatres
Good Luck to Class of '43

OPERA HOUSE

5Jrftb

BIJOU

To the Freshman:

For Your Own Benefit

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

WE ADVISE YOU
TO BUY YOUR BOOKS
JUST AS SOON AS YOU
KNOW THE TITLES

IF OUR SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED
ORDER AT ONCE

BUY YOUR BOOKS
EARLY

You Need Them

UNIVERSITY STORE CO.

Peace is the new patriotism.
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-Maine Notes" Replaced

CLASS OF '43
(Continued from Page One)

NOTICE
English 25,"The 20th Century
Newspaper," scheduled at 3:20
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, has peen postponed to the
spring term.
In its place will be given English 79, "The Newspaper and
Radio as Factors in International Relations" to meet at the
same time and place as assigned
to English 25. Because of the
European war, special attention
will be given in the course to
the study of propaganda; public
opinion regarding war before
the outbreak of hostilities. There
will be an attempt to analyze
American public opinion in relation to the present war and the
question of American "neutrality."

Campus During Summer

damnedyankees. Illinois has also contributed a member of 1943.
Two from California will learn what
a real winter is.
The outposts of the state of Maine,
of course, are well represented. From
Calais and Lubec to the southern
York contingent, including a squad
from Sanford to a platoon from the
outskirts of the Aroostook triangel of
Fort Fairfield, Caribou, and Presque
Isle.
The class is just as widely spread
through the alphabet, only "U", "X",
and "Z" being missing in the roster of
last names, although "Q" appears only
once in the catalogue of names. Although there are only nineteen "A's"
in the class name list, the law of aveMASQUE TICKETS
rages should bring a higher total in
(Continued from Page One)
the mid-year grades. Fifty "B's" edge
FLYING COURSE
Two of last year's members, Betsy the "C's" by one in the alphabetical
(Continued from Page One)
are
against
alignment,
but
the
odds
Warren, who returns to the University as a sophomore this fall, and 1943—or any other class being able the operator who is to furnish the
Clark Kuney, president of the Masque to top its academic "C's" by "B's." staff for flight instruction to be given
for the past two years and who grad- Fortunately the "D's," "E's," and at the Bangor airport.
uated last June, were with the Lake- "F's" are not too numerous, now. The
The training course will prepare a
wood Players at Skowhegan this good omen should hold through midstudent for a private pilot certificate
year exams, at least.
summer
Among the rare initial letters of competency. Seventy-two hours of
FROSH LUCKY
found in the class list are "I" with ground school instruction will be given
(Continued from Page One)
four, and "V" and "Y" with five each. by the University's faculty. A miniEight variations of brothers and sis- mum of thirty-five and a maximum of
men on the campus who are undoubt- ters registered the first day. William
fifty hours of flight instruction will
edly more than willing to be winked and David Harding, of Bernard, are
be offered at the airport.
at. In fact, there are many more men the class twins. Arthur and Roger
The ground school work must be
than women on the campus.
Moulton, of York Village, form a secSome of the freshmen are worrying ond brother-combination. A pair of completed by the end of the first
about how the caps and tams should sisters, Elizabeth and Margaret Libby, semester, requiring four class hours
be worn. The Star and Planet says of Charleston, stand unique. The per week for eighteen weeks. Flight
to park them directly and squarely on other combinations split the tickets: instruction will not begin before Octotop with the numerals glaring forth Ray and Ruth Corliss, of Sherman, ber 15. For the first twelve hours,
like the north star on a clear night. Dana and Willa Dudley, of Mapleton, the student will receive three thirtylessons per week. He will
When the rules go on, freshman Avery M., Jr., and Georgie Fides, of minute
girls aren't allowed to talk to fresh- Bowdoinham, and David and Mary
man boys. Perhaps I should say the Hempstead and George and Elizabeth
"BOWL FOR HEALTH"
boys aren't allowed to talk to the girls. Bearce, of Bucksport.
Anyway, it will be a lot easier for
The University's faculty and ad
the boys if the girls refrain from talk- strative family have contributed seveing to them. Of course, the boys ral members of 1943: the daughter of
may be willing to go through fire and a dean, the son of a dean, the son of
Orono, Me.
water for the girls but the Black Dot an athletic coach, the son of the alum•
Planet isn't fire and water—it's molas- ni secretary, the son of the head of•
ses and a branding iron.
tment.
the wildlife conservation depar.
I see that Pat's has been found. It the son of a member of the staff of
is a good meeting place, but there is the experiment station, the son of the
the possibility of getting too loud in director of admissions, and the son of
Beauty at Buffum's
trying to yell above some one else. the superintendent of the University
Write a note or use sign language, Press.
a Holiday—instead of
but keep the noise down to a low ruman Ordeal
ble. People sleep across the street
It is your duty to be well inand next door in apartments. Give formed in order that the United
them a chance. A noisy crowd isn't States may stay out of war.
always the crowd having the best
33 Main St.
time. Too, noisy crowds are liable to
find themselves on the way to the M
Tel. g5
Orono
HELLO, FRESHMEN!
1
hoosegow.
Craig, the Tailor
Again I lifted up the telescope to
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During the summer session an enrollment of 590 students were entertained by the weekly publication,
"Maine Notes," made possible through
the efforts of Buel Godwin and Mrs.
Mary P. Crandon, student and faculty
editors respectively. Formerly mimeographed, "Maine Notes" was printed
for the first time this summer.
The largest registration in any one
course was in Remedial Reading, a
speech correction course, for which
sixty students enrolled.
A course on the operation and maintenance of business machines was a
new feature, while the pulp and paper
course remained as popular as ever.

Sportland Bowling
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Last Call for Frosh
Candidates
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Any freshmen who were
die in Poland's life struggle, the youth
unable to attend the specof America turn to its universities
ial meeting last Thursday
in ever increasing numbers," Walter
of candidates for the reportorial and business staffs
J. Creamer, director of Freshman
of the "Campus" should
Week, said in his address to the freshreport at the editorial ofman assembly. Yet, he said, our isofices on the third floor of
lation is one of oceans only, we are
the M.C.A. building next
not cut off from the thought and emoTuesday at 10:00 a.m.
tions of Europe. We could reach the
Due to the large number
scene of active fighting in the war in
who turned out Friday, it
two days by air.
will be impossible to acA university is a community of
cept any candidates later
scholars, freely seeking and dissemithan the above date.
nating truth, he said, quoting the definition of President Hutchins, of the
This is to remind members of the
University of Chicago. "College must M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. Cabinets of the
stand for culture. Do not think because you are taking languages and Joint Retreat to be held at Camp Jorphilosophy and art that you can ignore dan on Branch Pond Saturday, Septhis scientific world about you. A tember 23rd, and Sunday, September
university instructs in all these 24th. Will you please get in touch
things; and true culture is compound- with Miss Pendleton or Mr. Beverage
ed of all these things," he said.
if you plan to go?
"We are not in Orono now; we are
in the world," he said. "And this
community of scholars must take up.
1
its tasks this September recognizing
that the universities have the obligation to show men how to live side by
Have quality and
side fruitfully, happily."
Reputation at
Percy F. Crane, director of admisLowest Prices Ever
sions gave statistics of the freshman
class in a talk.
SYMPHONY HOUSE, BANGOR
Also
then receive two one-hour instruction
Repairing
Tuning
and
periods each week. Flight instruction
Tel. 8555
he completed before Commencement.
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ROLLO W. BROWN
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sorority. Miss Pease was a Sopho- mance." He also wrote or edited "The
more Eagle, in charge of the Campus Writer's Art: By Those Who Have
broadcast, treasurer of Alpha OmiPractised It," and "How the French
cron Pi sorority, an associate editor
of the Prism, and is a member of the Boy Learns To Write." His biographArts Club, and a star reporter on the ical studies include "Dean Briggs,"
Campus.
"Next Door to a Poet," the reminiAzalea Boyer, '38, has been appoint- scences of his friendship with Robined graduate assistant at the newly- son, and "On Writing the Biography of
finished freshman wing at the Elms. a Modest Man."
While in college, Miss Boyer was
Keep America out of War.
president of Balentine Hall, vice president of Sigma Mu Sigma, and a
member of Der Deutsche Verein, W.
S.G.A., Arts Club, and the Y.M.C.A.
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It is your duty to be well inSee our
Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
formed in order that the United
980 Alarm Clocks
States may stay out of war.
980 Desk Lamps
Notebooks and Fillers
Maine Stationery
Photo Supplies
Try Our
WO Ice Cream Sodas
24-hour
Developing and
Mill Street
Printing Service
Orono, Me.

First National Store

NICHOLS' DRUG STORE

Baldwin Pianos

F. R. ATWOOD

•

SPRUCE'S LOG LODGE
(ON THE CAMPUS)

MEALS

LUNCHES
SODA FOUNTAIN SERVICE
MEAL TICKETS
OPEN EVENINGS
"FRESHMEN WELCOME"

WE CORDIALLY INVITE
the Freshmen to inspect our new Fall line of
CAMPUS WEAR AND PARTY DRESSES

FOUND
II) The most modern and up-to-date Beauty Salon in town.
(2)

Operators who can style your hair to suit your own individual
type.

tilfarcris Beauty Salon_,

Main Strer!

Bangor, Maine

Cor. Main and Mill Streets
Tel. 470-2
WELCOME, FRESHMEN!

FRESHMAN WOMEN
94

k:r the latest in Fall Campus Wear
Be sure to visit

BUFFUM BEAUTY SHOP

SYSTEM CO.
ghe Besse System
Main

Co.
BANGOR, ME.

Special
WALL LAMP with MAINE EMBLEM SHADE
at Student Price—$1.95
For Student Lamps—Mazda Lamps or Any
Electrical Appliances
Visit the

BANGOR HYDRO STORE
Main Street, Orono
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STRAND BARBER SHOP
Orono
Theatre Bldg.
THE BEST HAIRCUT YOU CAN GET
A Hearty Welcome to All My Customers Old and New

Bill Casey

Prop.

THE RIGHT COMBINATION
OF THE WORLD'S
BEST TOBACCOS GIVES

HILLSONN TAILOR SHOP
(Next Door to Strand Theatre, Oronor
LADIES' AND GENTS' SUITS CLEANED, PRESSED, AND REPAIRID
Six-hour Service

Welcome to Orono

REFRESHING MILDNESS
BETTER TASTE
MORE PLEASING AROMA

We invite you to make our store your headquarters for most
everything you need. We have complete stocks of

All the things that go towards

HARDWARE

CANDIES
STATIONERY

PLUMBING

NOTIONS

ELECTRICAL GOODS

HOSIERY

PAINTS

LINGERIE

WALLPAPER

TOILET ARTICLES

BUILDING SUPPLIES

DRYGOODS

SPORTING GOODS

CROCKERY

TINWARE

GLASSWARE

TOOLS

the making of smoking pleasure
at its best.
This is because Chesterfield
blends the very finest of American
and aromatic Turkish tobaccos in
a combination that brings out the
best qualities of each. When you try
them we believe you will say...

GREETING CARDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Our VARIETY DEPARTMENT is open from
except Sundays

8

A.M. to

Our HARDWARE DEPARTMENT is open from 7 A.M. to
and until 9 P.M. on Fridays and Saturdays

9

P.M.

6 P.M.

Come in and Look Around

tRIET1
PLUMBING & HEATING
il 37 Mill St

Orono,

Maine

National Champions
In Rifle Drill..,
The Newton Legion Guards are a
sure-fire hit because of their right
combination of precision, snap and
smart appearance ... and every
Chesterfield you smoke is a sure-fire
hit for More Smoking Pleasure.
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